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CHAIRS UPDATE
Kellie McAlonan

It’s been a busy few weeks, with lots of activity to

update you about. I have been working with

Blackbullion to launch their package for NSMW21

at our launch event held in early November. I’m

keen to ensure that members have options when it

comes this campaign so have provided clarity on

the Blackbullion resources available at no cost, and

continue to encourage the sharing of ideas among

members. 

I’ve met with NUS Scotland regarding the Scottish

Government Discretionary and Childcare Funds

which face more parliamentary scrutiny than they

have done in the past. In order to ensure that

NASMA remains part of any conversation, I wrote

to the Scottish Minister for Further Education,

Higher Education and Science, Richard Lochhead.

Lynne Condell put me in contact with colleagues from

the Department for Educations HE Widening

Participation & Student Experience Division to discuss

practical changes within SLC to help students better

manage their money and reduce hardship. I’m

conscious many of you will have had hopes raised in

the past, only to be disappointed, but it does look like

we have new traction to push for monthly payments

for English students. 

I have spoken to Sophie, Campaigns Co-ordinator,

and we’re keen that this gets NASMA’s attention this

year. We’re also going to liaise with NUS regarding

this. 

One of my bigger objectives in the past few weeks

has been to open a member survey so we can gather

some feedback from you about what you have been

experiencing professionally in the past few months.

I’m hoping you have all take the opportunity to

provide feedback, and we will share this in due

course.

You’ll be aware that we held a Board Meeting in

November, and my Chairs Update was circulated through

the mail base.  A key part of this is our plans for an EGM

to allow members to vote on the proposed new

membership model. We hope to announce plans

imminently, and I would encourage all members to

engage in the process.

Finally, myself, Emma-Jane and Judith represented NASMA

at a recent Universities UK event to discuss the impact of

the national economy on student finance hardship. We

were joined by Hillary Gyebi-Ababio, Vice President for

Higher Education from NUS. It was a great opportunity to

raise the profile of NASMA, and to share what student

money advisers have been experiencing over the past few

months.



Spotlight on...
AS PART OF THE MONTHLY NEWSLETTER,  WE WANT TO PRESENT A PROFILE OF THE

DIFFERENT BOARD ROLES,  TO GIVE YOU A BETTER SENSE OF WHAT IS INVOLVED. THIS

MONTH WE LOOK AT THE ROLE OF SCOTLAND POLICY AND THE NEWLY APPOINTMENTED

PAMELA LOCKHART 

PAMELA LOCKHART
A typical day for me begins with a plan. I view my calendar and write down what needs to be done and in which order –

upon completion of each item it is then crossed out even if the plan needs to be re-jigged. I prefer to have a structure

and a plan to which to adhere.

I meet with students on a one to one basis via MS Teams or by telephone appointment. I offer support, advice and

guidance to students experiencing various funding issues e.g. funding entitlement, delayed funding, withdrawals or plus-

one queries. I liaise with SAAS on a regular basis to either gather information or follow-up queries.

I enjoy the role immensely. I am pro-active and take a holistic approach when talking to students about their

discretionary funding application. I believe that it is important to take the time to understand their situation and

problems. Typical themes at the moment include job loss, lone parent families, estrangement and separation. From my

meetings with students I prepare detailed notes, which will include evidence and recommendations. These are

subsequently discussed at the weekly meetings of the Panel for Financial Aid.

I may refer students to external agencies, such as Citizens Advice or Dundee City Council. On the other hand, a student

may require specialist support from an internal service provider within the Student Service - such as Disability Services or

Counselling.

Throughout the day I will answer any ad hoc queries that come through by email. When time allows, I can jump in and

help my colleagues with administration tasks.

Impact of Covid-19

Since the pandemic broke and we went into national lockdown, I became so stressed and anxious that I felt that I had no

control, I was powerless. Our office went from paper-based applications to going live online and I convinced myself that

I was the only person who had IT connection problems. Everyone around me seemed to be adjusting and adapting well

to the new culture quicker than I was. However, as the weeks went by and the IT problems were ironed out, I became

more confident and began to cope fully with the ‘new culture’.

As a coping mechanism I have now changed my mind-set and look for the positives. Covid-19 has given me the

opportunity to work from home, so I no longer have to rely on the one bus that will take me to work on time. I am lucky

enough to have the space at home to have a designated area. My six-year-old daughter made a sign for the door saying

‘mummy’s office’ so the spare room is now officially mine, alone!

I don’t feel isolated as the Student Funding Team have a daily virtual huddle in the morning at 9:30am. Before, we would

never have designated half an hour every day to sit and chat. It’s a great way to connect with one another, share what’s

on your mind, find out what people are working on and if they need an extra pair of hands to work on something.

The University of Dundee has offered a range of workshops promoting staff wellbeing and this has been of great benefit

to me. What I have learned is, that during challenging times like this, there are good things that can happen. I talk to my

family more and participate in virtual family quizzes. I have re-connected with old friends and have learned to be kinder

to myself.
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POLICY UPDATES

Scotland Policy- Kellie McAlonan

Scotland Policy Update Pamela Lockhart has been

co-opted into the Scotland Policy role.

Introductions have been made to SAAS as we

continue to hold a monthly SAAS/NASMA meeting.

SAAS have launched a new communication

platform called Trickle. This is a great tool to use for

general enquiries but will not replace the existing

HEI Shared Area through Google Drives, or your

ability to contact SAAS colleagues directly with

specific queries/issues. The tool is used by all types

of stakeholders, not just advisers. If you would like

to get set up with an account, please contact SAAS

at saascomms@gov.scot

We have asked SAAS to engage with NSMW21 and

they are keen to do so. Further discussion will take

place in January.SAAS have asked us to remind

members about the Student Information Scotland

resource, which is a great tool for any Scottish

student thinking about studies. This is an ideal

resource for prospective students so may come in

handy now that recruitment for 2021 has started.
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 On 17th November I attended the Vulnerable Students

Stateholder Group, here are the highlights again if you

missed them: 

the consent to share form was discussed. SLC are aware

it is not fit for purpose for HEI practioners and are taking

action regarding it & their guidance. Expect more

information & guidance when available 

Discussion again about information on dependent grants

thresholds should be more available e.g. on website now

we have min and max thresholds. Don’t believe it is

possible to add it to calculator but when it comes up and

says that they might get dependents grants (based on

the fact they have children) the information could be

there or a link there to the information. 

Suggestions that this minimum income calculator be

added to SF website too so applicants can look after

they have got their student finance estimate 

The group is still looking for information on whether

Hardship Funds are seeing higher numbers of vulnerable

students (care leavers, estranged, students with children

etc.) applying for Hardship and if COVID is cited as a

reason for applications. If anyone has any stats or

general impressions, please do let me know!

Estrangement phoneline is still not open due to Working

From Home. They feel they do not have good enough call

quality, looking at alternative routes to make secure high

standard calls. Once back up and running will advise.

Estrangement interviews are still happening by phone.

The independent team have been busier than usual as

there have been more students applying and there has

been a proportional increase in students applying as

independent – particularly returning students, for both

Care Leaver and Estranged applications. Remember that

we should as practitioners be completing the

estrangement forms, even if we were not previously

familiar with the student.

SLC are still carrying out GFD audit requirements.

Students may be asked for evidence relating to last year,

e.g. evidence of single status Wales Financial

memorandum is due to be issued (hopefully) mid-

December. 

Discussion around the definitions of Care Leavers, Care

experienced, Estranged, OFS looking to split the Care

Leaver category into 5 different categories. Discussion

around how this will sync with how DfE, SLC define that

category etc. Discussion around how Universities assess

for their Care Experienced and Estrangement bursaries

and should it be reliant mainly on an SFE assessment /

definition. Kinship care (particularly unofficial kinship

care) was discussed and how Universities / SLC factor

that into their assessments of estrangement

Mince Pies

With 2020 being as it is, I started the mince pies

early this year on the 1st October (yes they have

been in the shops since then!). Obviously as a

money adviser I like to be frugal, and ASDA basic

mince pies offer a great taste with a study crust for

a great price (6 for £0.87). If you want go more

high end and splash out Tesco finest all butter

pastry with cognac brandy & port are a bit special,

although the extra liquor does make the pastry a

bit more crumbly and moist. These also come in

mini versions if you are short on time and eating on

the run, or having a posh stand up and Christmas

eat party (chance would be a fine thing in 2020!)

Other supermarket brands are available.

I’m still making my mind up about the ones with

icing on top! I don’t bake but if anyone wants to

send me theirs to review please feel welcome!

England Policy- Emma Quirke

https://www.minimumincome.org.uk/
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Wishing all of our members

a very Merry Christmas!

Training Events  – click here to go to the training

page, please check regularly as courses and course

information is being added all the time.

Booking procedure:

Email office@nasma.org.uk

State the webinar topic and date

State your name and NASMA membership number

State your email address and the name of your

institution

COMMITTEE UPDATES OFFICE UPDATES

The NASMA board are hoping to use the

format of this newsletter to communicate

all updates and news from the different

members and committees. 

Please feel free to send any feedback to

office@nasma.org.uk so that we can

ensure we make a relevant and useful

document.

FUTURE ISSUES

NSMW CommitteeWe continue to be firming up

plans for NSMW21, including the Blackbullion offer,

and encouraging members to start planning for the

campaign, and sharing ideas with one another.It’s

never too early to start planning so we also have an

eye on NSMW22 when there is more time to

consider what the membership want, and to effect

change in how we deliver this campaign. If anyone

is interested in looking to the future of National

Student Money Week, please contact

kellie.mcalonan@uws.ac.uk

NSMW Committee

We hope you all manage to have a break from virtual meetings, student cases and hardship fund applications to

enjoy time with loved ones, a tipple or two and have a merry "little" Christmas!

See you all in 2021!


